1. NAME OF PROPERTY: Birch Claims

2. DIRECTIONS TO PROPERTY: Turn left at Cannon bridge, over Salmon River, north of Salmon. Property is near head of Jordan (Boyer) Creek 3/4 miles above Queen of the Hill mine.

3. OWNER OR LOCATOR: Frank Birch

4. PUBLISHERS REPRESENTED: None.

5. MINOR WORK: Caved shaft 50 ft. deep, prospect pit, placer workings.

6. TYPE OF EXPLORATION: Radiometric reconnaissance.

7. RADIOACTIVE CONTENT: TWO AND AGE

   WALL ROCKS: Granite, medium to coarse-grained.

   MINERALIZATION: Gold, pyrites, radioactive mineral (thorite?).

   GENERAL MINERALIZATION: Quartz veins in granite.

   GENERAL RELATIONSHIP: Quartz veins in granite.

   ATTITUDE: N. 15° E., vertical.

   LENGTH CAVITY OR ORE: Probably 50 ft. or less.

   WIDTH: 6' - 12'

8. COUNTER TYPE: Thorne beta-gamma counter.

   BACKGROUND REMOVED: 0.02 - 0.05 m/ hr. - range, 0.05 m/ hr. - average. (vein, 0.15 m/ hr. - average).

9. SAMPLE EXPOSURE:

   SAMPLE NO. LOT NO. TYPE AND MATERIAL SAMPLED LOCATION SAMPLED

   Birch 91 Grub .019 cU .003 U Across quartz veins in prospect pit.

10. RADIOACTIVE INHIBIT